PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT TRACKS IN SOCIOLOGY

WHAT CAN I DO WITH A DEGREE IN SOCIOLOGY?

RECENT GRADUATES HAVE GONE ON TO CAREERS IN:
law and justice /gerontology/ child-development and
child welfare/ profits and non-profits/ health, illness, and healing/
social science research and methodology/ social change/ and more

Professional Development Tracks Help You Select Courses Most Relevant to Your Career Interests

HEALTH, ILLNESS AND HEALING TRACK
SOCY348: ALCOHOL AND DRUG USE
SOCY109: ALTERED STATES
SOCY 340 MEDICAL SOCIOLOGY
SOCY 336: DEATH AND DYING
SOCY 349: S MENTAL ILLNESS
SOCY 381 SOCIOLOGY INTERNSHIP

SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH/ METHODS TRACK
SOCY 271: RESEARCH METHODS
SOCY 272: STATISTICS
SOCY 351: URBAN SOCIOLOGY
SOCY 390: SENIOR SEMINAR
SOCY 381 SOCIOLOGY INTERNSHIP
SOCY 499: BACHELOR'S ESSAY

For more information
843-953-5738
sociology.cofc.edu

LAW AND JUSTICE TRACK
SOCY341: CRIMINOLOGY
SOCY342: JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
SOCY349: WOMEN AND CRIME
SOCY349: PRISON AND PRISONERS
SOCY359: SOCIOLOGY OF LAW
SOCY 381 INTERNSHIP

CHILD DEVELOPMENT/WELFARE TRACK
SOCY361: CHILD WELFARE)
SOCY 103 SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY
SOCY 342 JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
SOCY 381 SOCIOLOGY INTERNSHIP
SOCY 359: SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION

PROFITS AND NON-PROFITS TRACK
SOCY 271: INTRO TO SOCIAL RESEARCH
SOCY 272: MAKING SENSE OF DATA
SOCY 358 LIVING IN AN ORGANIZATIONAL WORLD
SOCY 381 SOCIOLOGY INTERNSHIP

SOCIAL CHANGE TRACK
SOCY 362: SOCIAL CHANGE
SOCY 351: URBAN SOCIOLOGY
SOCY 359: SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION
SOCY 381: SOCIOLOGY INTERNSHIP
SOCY 346: ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIOLOGY

Note: Professional Tracks are not a required element of the sociology major. The tracks are meant to help with course selection. Not all classes are offered every semester or year; check with the department for information about upcoming courses.